
Loom
crafting wearables workshop 2012

Exploring fetishism, movements, behaviors of 
humans and fabrics in order to create a new type 
of garment which naturally acts together with the 
human body.

The intimate dynamic symbiosis between the hu-
man body and the garment shows different control 
over the body and the environment.



Fetish Objects

About the process



Objects to Movements 

The abstract body movements we created by 

acting out our personal ‘fetish objects’ generated  

an interesting interaction between the individuals. 

This defined the nature of our group dynamism 

and approach. 

An intimate gesture, with quite and calm 

movements connected us as a group. 
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group movement

movement to behavior 

Collective Movement into 
Garment-Human Behavior

Within the next phase the focus lied on 

exploring translations of emotional states 

and body movements in to material 

properties; and an interaction with 

the structure or the behavior of the 

materials. 

To materialize the collective move-

ment we used soft, light material 

which can be controlled by the hand; 

the posture fixed in a way the hands 

can only be hold in front of the chest. 

The material in the hand naturally 

grows in front of the face, when the 

hands opens up and can be collected 

by using the fingers. 

Our collective group movement 

was focused on small, closed finger 

movements in front of the face 

and slowly transforms intro a open, 

growing gesture including the 

opening of the eyes. Right after the 

open position the hand closing up 

with the whole body bending over.



Exploring shapes, materials, behaviors, technology

We researched the possibilities and 

limitations of different structures, 

materials and combinations of them. The 

‘memory-muscle-wire’ was explored and 

found suitable for our purposes - since 

we  are able to control the size and 

movement of a fabric, by the resistance 

of these wires. Since the wires are also thin, it 

gives the possibility to reshape it by hand and 

apply it into a garment. In contrast of the light, 

growing fabric; there is investigated how we  

can create a organic, protective shell which 

supports the human body.



‘the thing’

The eventual shape is inspired by 

several explorations done on body 

movements and materials. 

Different structures are explored 

to evoke the group movement by 

supporting and guiding the human 

body into the desired gestures. 

This resulted in the design of a 

garment that fits tight around the 

upper body, supporting the posture 

and preventing large movements. 

Small movements are therefore 

provoked. The general posture of 

the body allows the body to move 

forward into a more closed posture 

and bend backward for an open 

posture.

The small hand movements were 

the main focus of our group 

movement. Different materials 

were tested out to support and 

provoke these movements. 

As an implemented technology 

NiTi wires – so called memory 

muscle wires – are explored for 

the movement of fabric. These 



‘the thing’

muscle wires are thin and flexible 

and therefore easily reshapeable 

by hand. Due to the resistance 

and function of the wires, these 

wires get hot – approximately 

90° - therefore fiber filling is used 

as an insulator and furthermore 

as a soft layer on top of the wires 

that would provoke touching. The 

outside temperature will lower 

to approximately 30 degrees and 

therefore safer to touch and attach 

to a garment. On the neck part 

volumes of fabric are created to 

evoke the hand movements and 

touching. Through the use of the 

muscle wires the collar moves 

upward; by hand the collar can be 

pushed down.




